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1 Warranty 
Thank you for purchasing this instrument. In normal use conditions, the instrument is guaranteed 

for a period of 24 months from the date of purchase. 

The warranty is valid only if the product is original. It does not apply to any product or parts of it 

that have been damaged due to incorrect installation, improper connections, improper use, 

accident or abnormal conditions of operation. The manufacturer declines all responsibility for 

damage caused by failure to follow instructions, lack of maintenance and any unauthorized 

modification. 

2 Contents of package 
The instrument is delivered complete with the following parts: 

1. n. 3 stainless steel wire shelves   

2. n. 6 brackets for shelves 

3. n. 1 water supply tank with hose and pipes 

4. n. 1 user manual 

3 First use 

3.1  Placement of the instrument 
The climatic chamber should be installed in follow conditions: 

1. Dry, clean and stable work table with a flat horizontal surface 

2. Minimum spaces of 100 cm in the frontal part and right size of the instrument (frontal view), 

minimum space of 50 cm on the other sides (Picture 1) 

3. Room temperature between 15 °C and 30 °C, and relative humidity maximum of 85% 

4. Ambient well ventilated and without strong magnetic fields, vibrations or fuels 

5. Power supply socket with earth connection 

6. Power feed between 220-240 V - 50 Hz 

Once the instrument is placed, block the frontal wheels by the brake. 

3.2 Filling and connecting of water tank 
1. Place the supply tank near the right side (frontal view) close to the quick connectors 

(Picture 1); 

2. Connect the short tube inside the tank to the blue quick connector so that it is in draft under 

the minimum level (Picture 3); 

3. Connect the water tank to the machine using the long tube and the blue fast attacks, placed 

on the right side of the machine (Picture 2) and on the water tank (external side); 

4. Fill the water tank up to the minimum level (Picture 3). 

 

IMPORTANT: Fill the machine tank only and exclusively with deionized, demineralized or 

distilled water and not with water from other sources. 

The water level must always be above the float for the minimum water level (Picture 3) 
 
 

5. Connect the cable from the water tank to the machine (Picture 2). 
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Picture 1 – Placing of the insrument and water supply tank 

 

 

Picture 2 – Water supply tank connections 
 

Picture 3 – Minimum level of supply water 
  

3.3 Placing of the drain tank 
Place the drain tank at the back of the instrument below the two drain pipes (Picture 4). 

One of them (Overflow water, on the right in Picture 4) is for discharging the excessive 

condensation, so it must be always opened. 

The other one (Water drainage, on the left in Picture 4) equipped by a valve, instead is connected 

to the humidity generation tank inside the chamber and should be used when it’s necessary to 

FLOAT 

≥ 50 cm 

≥ 50 cm 
≥ 100 cm 

≥ 100 cm 

≥ 50 cm 
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completely empty it, for example during cleanings. For this reason it is equipped by a valve that 

has to be opened only when needed. 

 

IMPORTANT: make sure that during working cycles of the machine that valve be closed 

and be opened only for emptying of humidification tank (see § 8.1.3). 

Operation of the instrument without water inside that humidification tank could seriously 

damage the heating element inside it.  
 

 

Picture 4 – Drain pipes 

 

If in the room a fixed drain at wall or on the floor is present, it’s possible connect the drain pipes to 

it. 

To do this, it’s necessary to replace the rubber pipes standard supplied with longer ones, take 

particularly care to their slopes. 

IMPORTANT: user is the unique responsible of the drain tank at the back of the instrument 

or of the proper pipes connection to a fixed drain system. Eventual leakages of liquids or 

flooding are not due to defects of the machine.  

3.4 Filling of humidity generation tank 
At the first use of instrument or every time the humidity generation tank is emptied, for example 

during ordinary maintenance (see § 8.1), it is necessary to fill that tank. 

To restore the correct water level proceed as follows:  

1. Verify that the water supply tank is properly placed, connected and filled as described at 

paragraph 3.2; 

2. Verify that valve of drain pipe “Water drainage” (on the left in Picture 4) is closed; 

3. Switch on the instrument by the ON/OFF button placed on the side control panel (Picture 

6), but don’t start the working cycle; 

4. Wait some minutes (about 10-15) in order that the water level inside the humidification tank 

is sufficient to cover the heating element.  

When a sufficient water level inside humidification tank is achieved, it is possible to start a working 

cycle. The “float” system inside the humidification tank provides to maintain the right water level 

inside it.  
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4 Instrument parts 

 

Picture 5 – Instrument parts 
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5 Display and commands 
 

 

Picture 7 – Frontal panel 

 

DISPLAY / COMMAND DESCRIPTION 
 

 

It indicates the operation mode (FIX or PROG) and the current 
operating status (STOP or RUNNING). 

 

It indicates the current time. 

 

 

It shows the set temperature parameter (°C) and the set humidity 
parameter (%RH). 

 

 

It shows the temperature (°C) and humidity (%RH) values 
detected inside the chamber. 

 

While instrument is working, it indicates the Set time (S=set) in 
hh:mm / Total operating time (R=running) in hh:mm. 

 
It indicates that instrument is ready to start a process with the 
selected operating mode (FIX or PROG). 

 

The key       (Start/Stop) permits to start and stop the operating 
cycle. 

 

The key “OK” (set) allows to enter in the various submenu of main 
menu and then to select (blinking) and confirm the parameter you 
want to change. 

 

The key  permits to pass from standby screen to the main 
menu and to escape from the various menu and submenu. 

  

They allow increasing and decreasing the value of parameter you 
are modifying. 

 

The shift key permits to move quickly between digits (units, tens, 
etc.) of the parameter value you are editing. 

READY 
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6  Operation 

6.1  Standby screen 
Turning on the instrument, after intro sequence, the instrument shows the standby screen and is 
ready to start in one of the two available mode: with fixed parameters (FIX MODE) or with program 
(PROG MODE), see Picture 8 and Picture 9. 
 
 

  

Picture 8 – Standby display in FIX MODE Picture 9 - Standby display in PROG MODE 

 

The words “STOP” and “READY” indicate in both operating mode that instrument is stopped and is 
ready to start a new working cycle. 

As you can see in the high lightened green area in Picture 8, into FIX mode it is possible set the 
operating parameters directly in this screen (see § 6.2), instead for PROG mode it is necessary to 
go inside the submenu “EDIT SEG” (see § 6.3.1.3). 

6.2 Parameters setting in FIX mode 
If the instrument is set to "FIX" mode, either during standby or during a cycle, you can change the 

desired temperature and humidity parameters at any time. 

Pressing shortly the OK key, the last modified parameter value is highlighted. If you desire modify 

this parameter press again the OK key, the value starts to blink and by   keys you can 

increase or decrease it and then press OK to confirm: the selection disappears and the new value 

is displayed (Picture 10). 

 
 

 

 
OK 

 

 

OK

 

 

  
  

to modify 
the value 

OK  
 

to 
confirm 

Picture 10 – Modification of a parameter in FIX mode 

 

If at the first pression of OK key the desired parameter is not highlighted, it is sufficient move the 

selection on the desired one by   keys and proceed for modification as explained in the 

previous paragraph. 

NOTE: during modification of values it is always possible move quickly between digits with SHIFT 

key . 
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6.3 Main menu 

From the standby screen by pressing  key you enter inside the main menu within which there 

are several submenus (Picture 11): 

 

Picture 11 - Main menu 

 

1. RUN MODE – choosing of the desired operating modalities (see § 6.3.1) 

2. COM SET – choosing of the desired output, mini printer or PC (optional), (see § 6.3.2) 

3. BASIC SET – setting of clock and other instrument parameters (see § 6.3.3)  

4. SETUP – service menu access (only for service enable persons) 

 

NOTE: it is possible to return to previous menu/submenu pressing  key at any time. 

 

6.3.1 Submenu RUN MODE 

Inside the main menu (Picture 11) move the selection  pointer to “RUN MODE” and press OK to 

access to the submenu (Picture 12). 

 

Picture 12 - Submenu RUN MODE 

 

Move the selection  pointer where desired and press OK to access. 

 

NOTE: it is possible to return to previous menu/submenu pressing  key at any time. 
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6.3.1.1 Submenu FIX TIME (fixed time) 

From the submenu RUN MODE you access to FIX TIME (Picture 13), where you can set a defined 

working time with the set temperature and humidity conditions set in standby screen. 

Move the selection  pointer on “hour” and “minutes” by the   keys, press OK to highlight the 

value and then modify them by the   keys. Press OK again to confirm 
 

 

Picture 13 - Submenu FIX TIME 
 

 

NOTE: it is possible to return to previous menu/submenu pressing  key at any time. 
 

6.3.1.2 Submenu OPER MODE (operational mode) 

From the submenu RUN MODE you access to OPER MODE (Picture 14), where you can choose 

the desired operating modality: 

- FIX, the instrument works with the temperature and humidity parameters set in the standby 

screen for an undefined time (continuous) or for a fixed time (see § 6.3.1.1) 

- PROG, the instrument works with the set program 

NOTE: to modify the operating mode from FIX to PROG and vice versa, it is necessary that 

machine isn’t running any operating cycle. If a working cycle is active, return to standby screen and 

stop it by long pression (≈ 4 seconds) the  key. 

 

Use the selection  pointer to move on  “PROG” and “FIX” by   keys. Press OK to confirm. 
 

 

Picture 14 - Submenu OPER MODE 
 

 

NOTE: it is possible to return to previous menu/submenu pressing  key at any time. 
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6.3.1.3 Submenu EDIT SEG (edit segment) 

From the submenu RUN MODE you access to EDIT SEG (Picture 15), where it is possible to 

program the instrument for the operating mode “PROG”. 
 

 

Picture 15 - Submenu EDIT SEG 
 

The programming of the machine is carried out by the setting of working segments (steps), which 

are composed of: temperature, relative humidity and time. 

The memory of the instrument permits setting from 1 to 100 working segments and by their 

combination it is possible to create one or more programs. 

To set the parameters values of the various segments it is sufficient move the light selection on 

them by the SHIFT key , press OK (the value flashes), modify the value using   keys and 

then press OF to confirm. 

When you have finished setting the desired segments, press the key  to return to the previous 

submenu. 

 

Example of program 

Suppose you have to perform the following test on a production batch: 

A – work cycle of 4 hours with T= 30 °C, H= 50 %RH; 

B – work cycle of 4 hours with T= 40 °C, H= 60 %RH; 

C – work cycle of 2 hours with T= 40 °C, H= 75 %RH; 

D – work cycle of 6 hours with T= 50 °C, H= 85 %RH; 
 

so the correct programming will be as follow: 
 

SG (segment) TEMP (temperature) HUMI (humidity) HH.MM (time)  

01 30.00 50.0 0.01 
A 

02 30.00 50.0 4.00 

03 40.00 60.0 0.01 
B 

04 40.00 60.0 4.00 

05 40.00 75.0 0.01 
C 

06 40.00 75.0 2.00 

07 50.00 85.0 0.01 
D 

08 50.00 85.0 6.00 

09 40.00 75.0 -0.01 END 
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As noted in the table above, each work cycle (A, B, C, D) always consists of two programming 

segments: the first (highlighted in azure) represents the desired “ramp” (in terms of time), that is 

the speed with which you want to arrive at the desired conditions (also known as gradient), while 

the second one is the real work cycle. 

Note that 0.01 (1 minute) circled in red are not realistic times to achieve the set operating 

conditions, but represent a method to force the instrument to reach them in the shortest possible 

time (maximum gradient).  

However, if you desire to set a defined ramp to achieving the set conditions, just set a finite time 

physically sufficient to reach them, for example 1.00 (1 hour). Naturally, the shorter will be this time 

value, the greater will be the inclination of the ramp (gradient). 

NOTE: to end the program it is necessary set a final segment that has the time parameter with 

negative value (circled in green). As a consequence, the program is forced to end, because 

obviously a work segment with negative time cannot exist. 
 

NOTE: in this way, within the memory limits of the instrument, it is possible set multiple programs 

made with a certain number of segments, which can be called up for operation in PROG mode. 

In fact, referring for example to the previous programming: 

SG (segment) TEMP (temperature) HUMI (humidity) HH.MM (time)  

01 30.00 50.0 0.01 

P
R

O
G

R
A

M
 

1
 

02 30.00 50.0 4.00 

03 40.00 60.0 0.01 

04 40.00 60.0 4.00 

05 40.00 75.0 0.01 

06 40.00 75.0 2.00 

07 50.00 85.0 0.01 

08 50.00 85.0 6.00 

09 50.00 85.0 -0.01 

10 40.00 75.0 0.01 

P
R

O
G

R
A

M
 

2
 

11 40.00 75.0 3.00 

12 70.00 95.0 0.01 

13 70.00 95.0 5.00 

14 70.00 95.0 -0.01 

 

Two programs, Program 1 and Program 2, have been stored, which ranging from segment 1 to 9 

and 10 to 14 respectively. 

 

ATTENTION: once you set desired segments, the instrument has one or more programs in 

memory, but cannot work in PROG mode if: 

- the operating mode PROG has not been set (see § 6.3.1.2) 

- the parameters Begin, End and Repeat have not been set (see § 6.3.1.4) 
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6.3.1.4 Submenu RUN SEGNO 

From the submenu RUN MODE you access to RUN SEGNO (Picture 16), where it is possible to 

define the Begin (TOP), End (END) and Repetition number (RPT) segments of the desired 

program. 

 

Picture 16 - Submenu RUN SEGNO 
 
 

Coming back to the previous example, if we want to use the program 1 and repeat it one time, we 

should set the above parameters as following: 

TOP= 1 , END= 9 , RPT= 1 

If instead we want to repeat three time the program 2, we should set: 

TOP= 10 , END= 13 , RPT= 3 

 

NOTE: a program can also run in an infinite repetition cycle, that is it will repeat itself in “loop” until 

it is stopped manually. To do this it is sufficient set RPT=0. 

 

NOTE: in case of number of repetition major than 1 or at infinitive (loop), it is necessary to set as 

END the last useful segment before that one with negative time. In the previous example 

(repetition of program 2 for three times) the parameters to be set are TOP= 10 , END= 13 , RPT= 

3. 

 

Move the selection  pointer using the   keys. Pressing OK the value becomes editable by 

the   keys. Press OK again to confirm.  

 

NOTE: naturally the controller of the instrument requires that the value of the END parameter (final 

segment) is always higher than the initial (TOP) parameter, so for example when END is zero (eg. 

first operation of the machine), the TOP value will not be editable. In this case set the END value 

first and then the TOP value. 
 

NOTE: it is possible to return to previous menu/submenu pressing  key at any time. 
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6.3.2 Submenu COM SET 

Inside the main menu (Picture 11) move the selection  pointer to “COM SET” and press OK to 

access to the submenu (Picture 17). 

 

Picture 17 - Submenu COM SET 

 

Move the selection  pointer in correspondence of the desired communication device. 

 

NOTE: the PC port is an optional and it is configurable even if it is not present. 

Confirm the mini printer already selected, model “WH-A52Z20” and access to the next submenu in 

which it is possible choose the type of print you desire: CURVE= graphic, TABLE= table. 

Pressing OK the word becomes editable, so move the selection  pointer by the   keys and 

choose the desired modality. 
 

          PRINTER 10:25 

CURVE 

TABLE 

 

Picture 18 – Set of print type 

6.3.2.1 Setting of print parameters TABLE 

If you selected the table type (see § 6.3.2), the display shows one of the following screens (Picture 

19 and 20) depending on whether the print frequency is in seconds or minutes. 

         COMM SET 10:25  

 

         COMM SET 10:25 

 

BPS: 

SPEED: 

PRTM: 

PRINT: 

 

9600 

3600 S/LN 

SEC 

ON 

 

 

BPS: 

SPEED: 

PRTM: 

PRINT: 

 

9600 

60 M/LN 

MIN 

ON 

 

 

Picture 19 - Setting TABLE (in seconds)                              Picture 20 – Setting TABLE (in minutes)                 
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Move between parameters the selection  pointer using the   keys. Pressing OK the value 

becomes editable by   keys. Press OK again to confirm. 

 

BPS: bit per second, transmission speed measurement unit. Must be set to 9600 

SPEED: is the print interval, that is, the time interval (in seconds or in minutes) that you want 

between a printed and the next one. Setting range from 5 to 9999 

PRTM: choosing of the print interval measurement unit. SEC= seconds, MIN= minutes  

PRINT: activating or deactivating the printer 

 

NOTE: to modify the parameters BPS, SPEED, and PRTM the printer must be deactivated 

(PRINT= OFF) in both the modalities CURVE and TABLE. 

IMPORTANT: when you modify the measurement unit of the print interval in the TABLE mode, it is 

also automatically changed in the CURVE mode. Moreover when the operator changes the 

measurement unit, the numeric value next to it does not automatically adjust but remains 

unchanged.  

Example 

SPEED= 60    Change of unit in MIN   SPEED= 60 

PRTM= SEC        PRTM= MIN 

As shown the interval is deeply changed passing from a sequence of one minute to one hour. 

6.3.2.2 Setting of print parameters CURVE 

If you selected the curve type (see § 6.3.2), the display shows one of the following screens (Picture 

21 and 22), which alternate with   keys and where it is possible to set the limits for the axes of 

temperature and humidity. 
 

         COMM SET 10:25  

 

         COMM SET 10:25 

 

BPS: 

SPEED: 

T_R_H: 

T_R_L: 

PRINT: 

 

9600 

600 S 

-10.00 °C 

100.00 °C 

OFF 

 

 

 

BPS: 

SPEED: 

H_R_H: 

H_R_L: 

PRINT: 

 

9600 

600 S 

0.0 % 

100.0 % 

OFF 

 

Picture 21 – Setting of Temperature axes                        Picture 22 – Setting of Humidity axes                         

 

BPS: bit per second, transmission speed measurement unit. Must be set to 9600 

SPEED: is the print interval, that is, the time interval (in seconds or in minutes) that you want 

between a printed and the next one. Setting range from 5 to 9999 

T_R_H: higher limit of the temperature axis. Factory set at 100 °C 

T_R_L: lower limit of the temperature axis. Factory set at -10 °C 

H_R_H: higher limit of the humidity axis. Factory set at 100 % 

H_R_L: lower limit of the humidity axis. Factory set at a 0 % 
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PRINT: activating or deactivating the printer. In CURVE mode when you activate the printer in one 

of the screen (example temperature) it also automatically activates in the other one.   

 

NOTE: to modify the parameters BPS, SPEED, and PRTM the printer must be deactivated 

(PRINT= OFF) in both the modalities CURVE and TABLE. 

 

NOTE: it is possible to return to previous menu/submenu pressing  key at any time. 

 

6.3.3 Submenu BASIC SET 

Inside the main menu (Picture 11) move the selection  pointer to “BASIC SET” and press OK to 

access to the submenu (Picture 23).  

 

Picture 23 - Submenu BASIC SET 
 

Move the selection  pointer where desired and press OK to access. 

NOTE: it is possible to return to previous menu/submenu pressing  key at any time. 

 

6.3.3.1 Submenu TIME SET (time setting) 

From the BASIC SET submenu you access to TIME SET submenu (Picture 24), where you can set 

the current date and time. 
 

 

Picture 24 - Submenu TIME SET 
 

Move between parameters the selection  pointer using the   keys. Pressing OK the value 

becomes editable by   keys. Press OK again to confirm. 

 

NOTE: it is possible to return to previous menu/submenu pressing  key at any time. 
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6.3.3.2 Submenu POWER MODE 

From the BASIC SET submenu you access to POWER MODE submenu (Picture 25), where you 

can set the mode by which the instrument resumes operations after a power failure. 
 

 

Picture 25 - Submenu POWER MODE 
 

Move selection  pointer using the   keys to choose the desired mode: 

- STOP= when the electric power returns, the instrument does not resume the working cycle 

automatically but it is necessary restart it manually; 

- COLD= when the electric power returns, the instrument resumes the working cycle 

automatically at the beginning of the cycle (mode FIX) or at the first step of the program 

that was running when the power failure occurred (mode PROG); 

- HOT= when the electric power returns, the instrument resumes the working cycle 

automatically at the precise moment of the cycle (mode FIX) or at the beginning of the step 

of the program that was running when the power failure occurred (mode PROG). 

NOTE: it is possible to return to previous menu/submenu pressing  key at any time. 

6.3.3.3 Submenu ALARM RANGE 

From the BASIC SET submenu you access to ALARM RANGE submenu (Picture 26), where you 

can set the alarm thresholds of the instrument. 

NOTE: these alarms are only visual, that is, the display communicates through the display when 

the instrument is out of that range of values. 
 

 

Picture 26 - Submenu ALARM RANGE 

Move between parameters the selection  pointer using the   keys. Pressing OK the value 

becomes editable by   keys. Press OK again to confirm. 

 

NOTE: the alarm thresholds of the instrument are factory set at 2,0 °C of temperature and 5 % of 

relative humidity. It is advisable to don’t modify them and if they are different set them to the 

mentioned values.  

NOTE: it is possible to return to previous menu/submenu pressing  key at any time. 
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6.3.3.4 Submenu AUTO TUNING 

From the BASIC SET submenu you access to AUTO TUNING submenu (Picture 27), where you 

can set the automatic parameterization of controller PID parameters. 
 

 

Picture 27 - Submenu AUTO TUNING 
 

Move between parameters the selection  pointer using the   keys. Pressing OK the value 

becomes editable by   keys. Press OK again to confirm. 

 
 

IMPORTANT: these parameters are already factory set at OFF because their modification is 

recommended only to expert users. It is therefore not advisable to modify these parameters. 

7 Humidity generation exclusion 
When you want to use the instrument with negatice temperatures, it is absolutely necessary 

exclude the water supplying and the humidity generation. 

 

IMPORTANT: otherwise the ice formation could cause big damages to the components of 

the machine that will be not under warranty as being due to improper use. 

To exclude the water supplying and humidity generation put the button in Picture 28 in “0” position 

and set the humidity parameter at zero (both in FIX and PROG mode). 

 

Picture 28 – Button for humidity exclusion 
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8 Cleaning and maintenance 
Correct maintenance and cleaning of the instrument guarantee the best state and life cycle. 

The internal chamber of the instrument is made of stainless steel, so it is possible to clean it with 

any detergent not aggressive or corrosive. It is recommended to clean the inside and outside 

surfaces with a normal multi-purpose detergent sprayed on a soft cloth dampened with water. 

 

NOTE: it is recommended to use always detergent products not in purity but in water solution or 

sprayed pure on a cloth dampened with water. Before cleaning or eventual decontamination 

procedures, the user must ensure that the adopted method does not damage the instrument. 

IMPORTANT: if the instrument must be returned for service, it is necessary to provide for proper 

cleaning and eventual decontamination by pathogens of the same. It is also recommended to put 

the instrument in its original packaging to send it for repairmen and if it is missed it is necessary to 

pack it properly for the transport. 

Any damage caused from the incorrect shipping will not be covered by warranty. 

8.1 Ordinary maintenance operations 
 

OPERATION FREQUENCY 

Cleaning of the outside body Monthly or to the need 

Cleaning of the internal chamber Quarterly or to the need 

Emptying and cleaning of the humidification tank Quarterly or to the need 

Emptying and cleaning of the water supply tank Quarterly or to the need 

Check of nozzles and drainage pipes Quarterly or to the need 

Check of the refrigeration units compartment Monthly or to the need 

Check of the heat sink of the refrigeration units Monthly or to the need 

Check of the cooling fans of the refrigeration units Monthly or to the need 

NOTE: all the frequencies indicate the ideal periodicity with which to perform maintenance 
operations. If it is not possible to meet them for operational needs, it is advisable to do so 
at the earliest possible opportunity. 

8.1.1 External cleaning of the instrument 
To clean the outiside of the instrument it is not necessary to stop the working cycle. In any case 

take care to do not disconnect  or damage the power cord or the supply and drainage pipes. 

As suggested at paragraph 8, use a soft cloth and a not aggressive or corrosive detergent not in 

purity but always diluted with water. 

8.1.2 Internal cleaning of the instrument 
To clean the inside of the instrument it is necessary to stop the working cycle and switch off the 

machine by the ON/OFF button on the side control panel. 

Before proceed with cleaning, open the instrument and wait the necessary time so that the internal 

chamber cools down. 

Naturally this time depends on the working temperature of the instrument before be stopped. 

As suggested at paragraph 8, use a soft cloth and a not aggressive or corrosive detergent not in 

purity but always diluted with water. 
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8.1.3 Emptying and cleaning of the humidification tank 

For the emptying and cleaning of the humidification tank it is necessary to stop the working cycle 

and switch off the machine by the ON/OFF button on the side control panel. Then wait the 

necessary time so that the heating element cools down (at least 30 minutes) before proceed with 

emptying operation. 

ATTENTION: before emptying the humidification tank ensure that water which cover the 

heating element is completely cooled down. 

Empty the tank by the valve of the drainage pipe “Water drainage” (on the left in Picture 4). 

Once the tank has been emptied, clean it using a soft cloth and a not aggressive or corrosive 

detergent not in purity but always diluted with water, as suggested at paragraph 8. 

Rinse carefully with deionized or demineralized water before starting the water filling cycle (see § 

3.4). 

8.1.4 Emptying and cleaning of the water supply tank 

For the emptying and cleaning of the water supply tank it is necessary to stop the working cycle 

and switch off the machine by the ON/OFF button on the side control panel. Then disconnect the 

pipe and the cable from the instrument (Picture 2). 

Empty the tank and proceed with cleaning using a soft cloth and a not aggressive or corrosive 

detergent not in purity but always diluted with water. Rinse carefully with deionized or 

demineralized water before fill it again (see § 3.2). 

8.1.5 Check of nozzles and drainage pipes 

Although the use of deionized or demineralized water prevents obstruction, check regularly that all 

drains of the instrument are free and efficient. These checks can be made visually. 

8.1.6 Check of the refrigeration units compartment, heat sinks and cooling fans 
For the checking of the refrigeration units compartment and its components it is necessary to stop 

the working cycle and switch off the machine by the ON/OFF button on the side control panel and 

disconnect the power cord from the power socket. Then wait the necessary time so that the heat 

sinks and refrigeration units cool down (at least 30 minutes) before inspection. 

Remove the bottom wired panel on the front of the instrument (Picture 5) unscrewing the fixing 

screws and accessing the compartment. 

Make sure that compartment and various components are clean, particularly verify that the surface 

of the heat sinks is well cleaned and does not have folded metal fins. 

If it is necessary proceed with cleaning taking particularly care to don’t fold the metal fines. 

It is advisable to use a normal vacuum cleaner, however be careful to keep the suction nozzle at a 

sufficient distance. For other parts use a soft cloth and a not aggressive or corrosive detergent not 

in purity but always diluted with water. 

Reposition the frontal wired panel (Picture 5) in its seat and tighten the retaining screws. 
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9 Datasheet 
 

FEATURES CH 150 CH 250 

Usable volume 150 liters 250 liters 

Range of Temperature 
-10 ~ 85°C (without humidity) 

+10 ~ 70°C (with humidity) 

Resolution 0,1 °C 

Temperature homogeneity in the volume 
± 0,5 °C (without humidity) 

± 1,5 °C (10°C ÷ 70°C / 40 ÷ 95% RH) 

Temperature variation in time in one point 
± 0,2 °C (without humidity) 

± 0,5°C (10°C ÷ 70°C / 40 ÷ 95% RH) 

Range of humidity 40 % ~ 95 % 

Humidity variation in one point ≤ 2% RH (10°C ÷ 70°C / 40 ÷ 95% RH) 

Timer / Programs 
Continuous mode 

Programming 1-100 step 

Safety class (DIN 12880)  3.1 

Power supply / Nominal wattage 230 V / 2200 W 

Internal dimensions (W x H x D) 550 x 670 x 405 mm 600 x 830 x 500 mm 

Number of shelves (standard/max.) 3/10 3/12 

Useful minimum distance between shelves 45 mm 45 mm 

External dimensions (W x H x D) 690 x 1520 x 790 mm 740 x 1680 x 885 mm 

Weight 145 kg 185 Kg 

10 Disposal of electronic equipment 
 

 

The electrical and electronic equipment marked with this symbol may not be 
disposed of in landfills. 

 

In accordance with EU Directive 2012/19/EU, the European users of electrical 
and electronic equipment have the opportunity to give back to the distributor 
or manufacturer upon purchase of a new one. 

The illegal disposal of electrical and electronic equipment is punished with an administrative fine. 
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